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Abstract:
In the past decade, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) became a common tool in applied aeronautics where
many different numerical techniques are currently used. The main areas are in the geometrical definition (CAD) of
the model to be analyzed, the numerical solution of the flow field (Mesh generation and CFD) including grid adaptation and which can then be combined with other disciplines like shape optimization or structural analysis. The
scientific area of CFD includes technical advances for accurate numerical methods for resolving flow phenomena,
and realistic physical modeling of the flow itself. Further, the development of mathematical techniques to handle
moving grids or surface deformations will require a deeper knowledge of the mathematical basis of the problem.
In this series of lectures we will give a better insight into the extended chain including the definition of geometrical data, grid generation, and flow solver, to compute the external flow around an aircraft. We will explain
the overall procedures during the flow simulation and the used numerical algorithms in general. Additionally we
will spend time on special subjects to focus on newer mathematical and computational challenges.
At first, we will derive the different formulations of flow equations used within an industrial flow solver. The
second part deals with the geometrical data and grid generation. This part will be followed by the discretization
in space and time. The final part shows applications and the difficulties that arise when dealing with real world
problems.
Nevertheless, the presentation will give useful hints to handle complex flows and their setup for a successful
solution and the mathematical basis behind the industrial application that allow further developments for complex
applications for aeronautics.
The course is oriented to researchers with a basic background in the theory of Numerical resolution of Partial
Differential Equations and computer programming.
Program:
1. Introduction to the flow equations (Euler equations and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations).
2. Grid Generation (structured grids vs. unstructured, problems and benefits when creating grids).
3. Introduction to space and time discretization in the aeronautical case.
4. Industrial applications.
5. Some ideas about the optimal shape design in aeronautics.
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